Schedulock Launches New Mobile and Web App
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Ajax, ONT – Arranging real estate showings has never been easier with Schedulock. The mobile
application and website is a real estate showing management tool and platform for realtors.
Schedulock allows realtors to schedule their real estate showings, manage lockbox codes, and track
feedback all in one place. Schedulock offers transparency, security, and control for realtors and home
sellers by authenticating every realtor and tracking lockbox activity. Using Schedulock reduces the
amount of time spent performing administrative work to arrange showings.
Realtors from Toronto and the surrounding area can access the free Schedulock feature that allows
them to schedule real estate showings for any listings on the Toronto Real Estate board. This can be
accessed on both the mobile application and the website. Schedulock also offers a free 30-day trial
period for their paid feature that allows brokerages to manage and track their listings, showings, and
feedback with ease.
Schedulock will be attending the Realtor® Quest trade show from May 4-5, 2016 in Toronto and the
team will be available to speak and demonstrate the product.
“We believe that the process to schedule a real estate showing is very cumbersome on both ends.
Currently, there are very limited options to book showings on the go and there is still a ton of back and
forth between agents, home sellers, and real estate offices. We are looking to change the way current
real estate showings are arranged through a mobile solution that makes the process more efficient,
transparent, and secure for everyone involved.” – Alexander Poon, Schedulock Co-founder

About Schedulock
Schedulock is a real estate showing management tool and platform for realtors. The tool helps them
manage all of their real estate showings in one place. Our mission is to help realtors save time and
money by creating innovative solutions to increase transparency, improve security, and to optimize
real estate processes. Schedulock has partnered with Web4Realty to accelerate its goal of putting
Schedulock into the hands of realtors across Canada. On January 2015, Schedulock was co-founded
Waterloo University graduates Alexander Poon, Shane Lattanzio, and UOIT graduate Irfan Ajanovic.
For more information about the product please visit https://www.schedulock.com/
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